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(+1)6045653999

The restaurant from Vancouver offers 18 different dishes and drinks on the menu at an average CA$12. What Ro
The Artist likes about The Captain's Boil:

I have eaten here before and it was nice, however this time around I ordered for pick up and the staff was very
nice from phone call till I picked up the order. The food was good, lobster sandwiches was a bit dry but still very

good service.??Parking: Depending on the time of day, street parking is free.Wheelchair accessibility: Pretty
straightforward read more. The diner and its premises are wheelchair accessible and thus reachable with a

wheelchair or physiological limitations. What Min Kuan doesn't like about The Captain's Boil:
We went around 5:45pm. Place was not busy. The staff was attentive, we're seated quickly. It was our 1st time

there so we were nervous and having trouble following the menu. We got a staff explaining it us. He patiently did
so. Our orders came quickly and piping hot. Price was reasonable. But the only unpleasant thing was 2 of us (out

of 4) experienced slight food poisoning after that meal. We all ate the same meal a... read more. If you want to
spoil your palate with a bit of culinary flair, this is the place to be: The successful Asian fusion cuisine of the

The Captain's Boil from Vancouver - a delicious mix of the familiar and the unexpected, and you may look
forward to the fine classic seafood cuisine. meals are prepared authentically in the Asian style.
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Appet�er�
CLAMS CA$19

Soup�
LOBSTER BISQUE CA$8

Chicke�
CHICKENWINGS

So� drink�
NESTEA CA$3

Kid� Menü
CHICKEN TERIYAKI WITH RICE CA$15

Chicke� Wing�
WINGS

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

No�-Alcoholi� Beverage�
COCA-COLA BEVERAGES CA$3

Step On�
CHICKEN SLICES CA$15

Lo�ter Rol�
LOBSTER ROLL AND BISQUE
COMBO CA$24

S�zlin� Plat� Comb�
CHICKEN TERIYAKI WITH RICE
SEAFOOD PLATTER

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
LOBSTER

Sid� dishe�
CAJUN FRIES CA$8

CAJUN SEAFOOD FRIED RICE CA$15

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

SEAFOOD

CORN
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Opening Hours:
Monday 12:00 -21:00
Tuesday 12:00 -21:00
Wednesday 12:00 -21:00
Thursday 12:00 -21:00
Friday 12:00 -22:00
Saturday 12:00 -22:00
Sunday 12:00 -22:00
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